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So why is SAP complex?  

SAP is not really complex but comprehensive. 

Capturing data into SAP requires knowledge of 

different business scenarios. Training is 

required even when you only have one scenario 

to deal with. Usually the people on the borders 

are only dealing with specific scenarios but the 

cost of engagement is high and the benefit and 

opportunity is quickly lost.  

So how does SIAMEASE MOBILE remedy this? 

Siamease Mobile allows a business analyst to 

predefine how a transaction will be captured 

into SAP. It automatically provides simple 

capture screens and presents these screens 

onto mobile devices, smart phones and pc 

browsers as simple web forms, collecting data 

and posting directly to SAP. Siamease Mobile 

can also output reports, queries,  graphs and 

analytical data directly to people that need it 

when they need it.   
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Recently I attended an Exhibition where a salesman was demonstrating a new absorbing fabric.  “Look at 
how well it soaks up the water” he said, while pouring water onto his work surface. “Please!”,  I thought, 
“it is just a cloth!”. But the salesman kept pouring water because the solution required a demonstration 
of the problem. 

SIAMEASE MOBILE starts with a quest to simplify SAP and to bring SAP into the hands of the people 

outsides of its core user base. For these people SAP is a complex and expensive problem. But just like 

the super absorbing cloth, it has a simple cost effective solution — called SIAMEASE MOBILE. 

SIAMEASE MOBILE  bridges the gap between SAP 

and your core workforce, without the need for 

extensive training or setup. 

 

SIAMEASE MOBILE  extends your SAP investment 

to reach people in your organization that are 

outside the normal SAP user base. Bringing 

information into your system from people that 

have a valued job, whether behind a desk, in a 

board room, or out in the field. Siamease Mobile 

can also supply critical information to where your 

organization needs it most, when it needs it. 

 

SIAMEASE MOBILE - Capitalises on your existing 

investment and infrastructure. It requires no 

development and is rapidly deployed.  

 

Back at home my wife asked if I had bought milk.   
“I have these new super absorbing cloths for you”, 
I smiled returning to the car  —     Clive Simmonds 
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